
CECOIS YESO, ADHESIVE FOR PLACING
CERAMICS ON GYPSUM PLASTERING

Descripción
Powder glue-cement in white colour that just mixed with water in
the moment of using, is an excellent adhesive for placing tiles,
bricks, trims, on gypsum supports, plasterboards and similars. Used
only for indoors. Prices according the volume of order.

Aplication
CECOIS YESO is used only on indoors as an adhesive on the placing of bricks, tiles, etc and on gypsum-plaster,
plasterboar and similars too. In case of gypsum- plaster supports is recommendended the used of AGLUTAIS
30-50 instead of water.

Surface preparation
It must be uniform, smooth, clean, free of greases, oils, dust, tightly dry and compact.

Modes of application
Ready to mix with water until achieve a manoeuvrable paste.
-Mixture must be of 8,5 litres by each 25 kgs CECOIS YESO sack.
-Mix manually or mechanically with an electric mixer (300 to 500 rpm).
-Let it rest from 3 to 5 minutes before using.

https://tienda.teais.es
https://tienda.teais.es/Adhesivos/3173-4617-CECOIS-YESO-111111.html


It must be spreading by a trowel witt 15 of working time to apply the coating on the support. In hot weather
the open time is lower so is recommendable just open the properly quantity of product that will be used in
open time.
Is recommendable to spread the product on small areas if the surface is big.

Clean up
Plenty of clean water while the material is wet.

Data sheet
Powder density1,25 ± 0,050 g/cc.

Mass of density1,700 ± 0,050 g/cc.

Curing density1,650 ± 0,050 g/cc.

Water absorption28 ± 3%

Adherence> 0,5 N/mm2

Colour/sGrey white.

TypeC1 according UNE EN 12004

Performance
3 kg per sqm in 2mm layer.

Storage
2 years in their original packages, tightly closed, keeping away from high temperatures, protected against the
weather and in dry and open-air places.

Security



Indications of danger:
H315: H315:Causes skin irritation.

H317: H317:May cause an allergic skin reaction.

H318: H318:Causes serious eye damage.

H335: H335:May cause respiratory irritation.

Prudence advice:
P261: P261:Avoid breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray.

P280: P280:Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.

P302+P352: P302+P352:IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water.

P304+P340: P304+P340:IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for
breathing.

P305+P351+P338: P305+P351+P338:IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

P321: P321:Specific treatment (go to see a doctor with the Safety data sheet for this product).

P405: P405:Store locked up.

P501: P501:Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local/regional/national/international regulation


